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We study non-singular ultrametric matrices A. These kinds of matrices are
restrictions of non-singular tree matrices. The structure of Ay1 allows us to
associate to A some substochastic kernels P. We are able to describe the graph of
P, in particular those vertices which lose mass. Our main tools are an algebraic
decomposition lemma of Ay1 and the study of the minimal tree matrix associated
to A. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
< <Let I be a finite set. We denote n s I .
DEFINITION 1. A is an ultrametric matrix if it is symmetric, non-nega-
tive and it verifies the ultrametric inequality
A G min A , A for any i , j, k g I. 1.1 4  .i j i k k j
Observe that this last inequality implies
A G max A : j / i in I for any i g I. 1.2 4  .i i i j
A more restrictive class of matrices is given by:
DEFINITION 2. A is a strictly ultrametric matrix if it is ultrametric and
 .the strict inequality holds in 1.2 for every i g I.
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 .Observe that if A is ultrametric respectively strictly ultrametric and we
X X X < X X restrict it to I = I , with I ; I, then A , is also ultrametric respec-I =I
.tively strictly ultrametric .
w xIn 10 it was shown that:
THEOREM 0. If A is a strictly ultrametric matrix then it is non-singular,
y1   y1 .A is a strictly diagonal dominant Stieltjes matrix i.e.,  A ) 0,jg I i j
 y1 . .  y1 .; i g I, and A F 0 if i / j , and A s 0 if and only if A s 0. Ini j i j i j
particular A is positi¨ e definite. Moreo¨er there exists n A ) 0 a positi¨ e ¨ector
such that An A s 1 the constant 1-¨ector.
Let A be ultrametric. Since it is the limit of strictly ultrametric matrices,
for instance A s lim qA« with A« s A q « Id, where Id is the identity« x 0
matrix, we deduce that A is semi-positive definite.
 .On the other hand, from 1.2 it follows that if A s 0 then the ith rowi i
n. A and the ith column A vanish. Then A s 0, ;n ) 0 followingi v v i i i
w x .terminology of 4 , i is an inessential state . We denote by U the set of
< <inessential states. Since A s A s 0, the study of A will be re-I=U U=I
stricted to the case U s f.
 .In this case it follows from 1.1 that the relation defined by i l j, if and
 4only if A ) 0, is an equivalence relation in I. Call G s C the set ofi j
classes of l . Then I s D C and A s 0 s A if and only ifjiC g G i j
 . X Xi, j g C = C , where C and C are different classes of l in I. This is
why we can restrict ourselves to studying the positive ultrametric matrices.
For instance let us show that for any ultrametric matrix A there exists a
non-negative vector n A G 0 such that An A s 1. We will do this first in the
case A ) 0. Let A« s A q « Id with « ) 0 and n A« ) 0 be the strictly
A«  .y1positive vector given by Theorem 0. Since  n F min Ai, jg Iig I i i j
 A1r n.there exist accumulation points of the sequence n belonging ton) 0
I  4R , and any one of these points n verifies An s 1. For the general caseq
 4observe that the set of classes G s C partitions the set I and the
<restricted matrices A are ultrametric ) 0. Hence there exist vectorsC= C
C < C < A A Cn G 0 such that A n s 1 . The vector n defined by n s n , ifC= C C i i
i g C, verifies An A s 1 because A s 0 for i, j in different classes.i j
We shall deal with ultrametric matrices which are non-singular. Our first
result gives a simple criterium for their characterization.
THEOREM 1. Let A be an ultrametric matrix. Then A is non-singular if
 .and only if all its columns rows are different.
If A is ultrametric and non-singular, then Ay1 is a diagonal dominant
 y1 .  y1 .Stieltjes matrix, i.e.,  A G 0 for every i g I and A F 0jg I i j i j
 y1 .if i / j. On the other hand the non-singularity implies A ) 0 fori i
every i.
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For any non-singular matrix A with Ay1 a diagonal dominant Stieltjes
matrix, we consider P s Id y ky1Ay1, with k ) 0 such that k G
 y1 . 4max A : i g I . The matrices P are strictly substochastic, i.e.,i i
P G 0, P F 1, ; i g I , and ' r g I such that P - 1, i j i j r j
jgI jgI
n  .y1and they verify that their potential function  P s Id y P isnG 0
 y1 .proportional to A. We have that P ) 0 if and only if A - 0 fori j i j
 y1 .i / j. On the other hand  P s 1 if and only if  A s 0. Thenjg I i j jg I i j
 4these properties do not depend on k . In fact P , 1 y P : j / i in I arei j i i
defined except by the constant ky1. Observe that in the case k )
 y1 . 4max A : i g I , P ) 0 for every i.i i i i
As usual we add a point ­ f I and we define P s 1 y  P . Ai­ jg I i j
point r g I is a root of P if it is connected with ­ , i.e., P ) 0, orr­
 y1 . Aequivalently if  A ) 0. We denote by R the set of roots of P.jg I r j
Observe that in the non-singular case there exists a unique n A G 0 such
that An A s 1. From the relation n A s Ay11 we get that the support of n
is the set of roots R A, i.e.,
n A ) 0 iff i g R s j g I : Ay1 ) 0 . 1.3 .  .i ji A  5
jgI
Observe that if A is non-singular and A has a constant column, for
 4 A y1 instance A s g 1, then R s r and n s g d for i g I d s 1 if
v r A i i r i r
.i s r and 0 otherwise .
A  . 4Let G s i, j g I = I : P ) 0 be the graph associated to P andi j
R A < A AG s G be the graph restricted to the set of roots of A. OurR =R
results are mainly concerned with the analysis of these graphs, in particu-
A c c  . 4lar with the arcs of G l D , where D s i, j : i / j are the points out
of the diagonal.
In the case when A is strictly ultrametric the graph G A l DC can be
  ..easily described. In fact from Theorem 0 also see 1.3 it results that all
points are roots, R A s I, so P ) 0, ; i g I. On the other hand if i / ji­
 y1 .we have P ) 0 iff A - 0 and this happens iff A ) 0. For non-i j i j i j
strictly ultrametric matrices the analysis of G A is more complicated. On
the other hand, from the decomposition I s D C it suffices to analyzeC g G
 .the case A is positive A ) 0 .
For studying the structure of ultrametric matrices a main role is played
A by the following decomposition result. We shall denote g s min Ai j
4i, j g I .
LEMMA 1. Let A be an ultrametric positi¨ e non-singular matrix and
A  .I s J j K be a non-tri¨ ial partition such that A s g for any l, k g J =lk
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< <K. Then the matrices B s A and C s A are non-singular ultrametricJ=J K=K
matrices. Moreo¨er the following conditions hold:
 .  y1 .  y1 .  . B Ba A s B for i, j g J = J R R = R .i j i j
 .  .  y1 .  . Bb For i, j g J = K we ha¨e A - 0 if and only if i, j g Ri j
= RC.
 . A A B C Ac If A / g 1 for e¨ery i g I then R s R j R . If A s g 1
v i v i
A B  4 A C  4then R s R s i if i g J, and R s R s i if i g K.
In the study of ultrametric matrices a useful tool will be obtained from
its characterization in terms of matrices associated to tree graphs.
DEFINITION 3. Let I be a set and T ; I = I be a non-oriented graph
  .  . .i.e., i, j g T m j, i g T . Then T is called a tree if it is connected and
  .has no cycles of length G 3 i.e., if for some s we have i , i g T forq qq1
.q s 0, . . . , s y 1, i , . . . , i are all different, and i s i , then s F 2 .0 sy1 s 0
w xTrees were deeply studied in 3 mainly in relation with potential theory.
The following properties can be found there. For any two points i / j
 .there is a unique path, i s i, i , . . . , i , i s j with i , i g T for0 1 sy1 s q qq1
q s 0, . . . , s y 1, of minimal length joining i and j which is called the
 .geodesic between i and j. We denote this by geod i, j and we call s its
length. Fix a point r g I, which will be called the root of the tree T. WeT
 .say that j F i if j g geod i, r . For any two points i and k there exists aT
unique point, which is denoted by i n k, verifying i n k F i, i n k F k and
if j F i, j F k then j F i n k. Define the le¨el function of the tree a by
 .  .  .a i s length of geod i, r . Observe that a i is increasing in i. DenoteT
  . 4a s max a i : i g I .T
DEFINITION 4. A matrix A defined on I = I is said to be a tree matrix
if there exists a tree T ; I = I and a non-negative non-decreasing function
 4   ..w : 0, . . . , a ª R such that A s w a i n j .T q i j
Remark that a tree matrix A is ultrametric and has no inessential states
 .if and only if w is positive because A G A s w ) 0 and it isr ri i 0T T
non-singular if and only if w is positive and increasing. Let us show this
 .last assertion. If w s w then choose i with a i s s q 1 and takes sq1
 .  .  .j / i, j g geod i, r , and i, j g T. Then a j s s. It is easily shown thatT
A s A , so A is singular. The reciprocal follows from the fact that the
v i v j
 .function which assigns to i g I the vector i n j : j g I is one-to-one.
Hence if w is ) 0 and increasing then all the columns are different and
we apply Theorem 1.
 .Now observe that a j n r s 0 for any j g I. Then a non-singular treeT
matrix A has only one root which coincides with the root of the tree,
A  4R s r , because the r column is constant, A s w , ; j g I.T T jr 0T
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The following result asserts that for non-singular tree matrices the graph
of the substochastic kernel P coincides with the tree T defining the matrix
A, i.e., G A l D s T l D.
THEOREM 2. If A is a non-singular tree matrix then ; i / j : P ) 0 mi j
 .i, j g T.
We can characterize the ultrametric matrices as restrictions of tree
matrices.
LEMMA 2. The matrix A defined in I = I is an ultrametric matrix if and
Ä Ä Ä Äonly if there exists I = I, and a tree matrix A defined on I = I such that
Ä<A s A. Moreo¨er there exists a minimal tree matrix A ¨erifying thisI=I
Äproperty in the sense that any other one is an extension of A. This minimal
Ämatrix A is non-singular when A is non-singular.
ÄIn what follows if A is an ultrametric matrix we denote by A the
Ä Ä Ä Ä<minimal tree matrix constructed on I = I, such that I : I and A s A.I=I
Ä ÄWe also denote by T the tree which participates in the definition of A, by& Ä Ä Ä .a its level function, by r its root, and by geod i, j the geodesic in TÄ ÄÄT
Ä Ä Ä Äbetween two points i, j in I. If A is non-singular we get that A has only
ÄAÄ Ä 4one root which is the root of T , R s r , because A is a non-singularÄÄT
tree matrix. We remark that the proof of this lemma supplies a trivial
Ä Äalgorithm to construct A and T.
We have the following characterization of G A for ultrametric matrices.
THEOREM 3. If A is an ultrametric positi¨ e non-singular matrix then
Ä; i / j : P ) 0 if and only if the geodesic in T joining i and j does not containi j &
  .  4.a point in I other than i and j i.e., geod i, j l I s i, j .
As a corollary of this last result we obtain:
COROLLARY 1. Let A be an ultrametric positi¨ e non-singular matrix. If
A  . G contains a cycle i , . . . , i i.e., P ) 0 for i s 0, . . . , m andi i0 m s sq1
.i s i then it contains the complete graph of the cycle, except perhaps themq 1 0
  4.diagonal i.e., P ) 0 for s / q in 0, . . . , m .i is q
Finally the following result summarizes the description of the set of
roots as well as an algorithm which allows us to obtain it.
THEOREM 4. If A is an ultrametric positi¨ e non-singular matrix then R A
 4 Ais a singleton r if and only if A s g 1 or equi¨ alently if r s r .ÄÄv r T
A A If R is not a singleton then the set of roots is gi¨ en by R s i g& AR .  44I : geod i, r l I s i . Moreo¨er the graph G is complete out of theÄÄT
diagonal D; i.e., if i / j belong to R A then P ) 0.i j
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 A.  4The class of sets I : r g R with I s i g I : A s A forms a parti-r r i r r r
A  4tion of I and the set of roots R is the set of points r : m G 1 gi¨ en by them
 4algorithm A s min A : i g I R D I , where we set I s f.r r i i s- m r rm m s 0
 .  4We shall denote by X the Markov chain defined on I j ­ withn
transition probability P, by P the probability law of the chain startingi
from i, and by E the mean expected value with respect to P . We havei i
k A s P n. s E 1 , 1.4 . i j i j i X sj4 5n
nG0 nG0
the expected number of times that the chain visits j starting from i. We
denote by t the first time when the chain attains j. We havej
 4A s A P t - ` . 1.5 .i j j j i j
Before giving the proofs of our results we remark that the definitions of
ultrametric matrices can be made by using well-known concepts. Recall
 w x.see 8 that a distance d on I is ultrametric if it verifies the ultrametric
inequality
d i , j F max d i , k , d k , j for any i , j, k g I. 4 .  .  .
A symmetric non-negative matrix A is ultrametric if there exists an
ultrametric distance d such that
d i , j F d i , k implies A i , j G A i , k , .  .  .  .
and it is strictly ultrametric if
d i , j F d i , j is equivalent to A i , j G A i , k . .  .  .  .
Other kinds of related matrices have been studied; in particular, A is a
 w x w x.supermetric matrix see 5 and 6 if it verifies
d i , j s d i , k implies A i , j s A i , k .  .  .  .
 Xor equivalently if there exists a strictly ultrametric matrix A defined on I
 .  . X . X ..such that A i, j s A i, k implies A i, j s A i, k .
Ultrametricity was first introduced in relation with p-adic number
 w x.theory. In applications such as taxonomy see 1 , ultrametricity is an
important notion because of its relation with the hierarchy of partitions.
w xOn the other hand, in statistical physics 2 , strictly ultrametric matrices
appear as covariance matrices of random energy models generalizing the
diagonal case.
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Relations between supermetric matrices and filtrations of partitions or
. w xfields were first developed in 6 . A detailed study concerning supermetric
matrices, maximal filtrations, and the associated spectral decomposition
w x w xfor countable probability spaces we made in 5 . In 11 the study of strictly
ultrametric matrices was done in relation with potential theory in compact
w xultrametric spaces. Finally in 7 the relations between ultrametric matrices
and stochastic sums were established.
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS
Proof of Theorem 1. Obviously the condition is necessary for the
existence of Ay1; let us show by induction that it is also sufficient. We
< < < <assume that the results holds for n - I ; we shall prove it for n s I . We
do this by contradiction so we assume that A is singular.
A  4Denote h s max A : k / l in I . Observe that for any couple i / jk l
A  .such that A s h , the symmetry of A and 1.1 implyi j
A s A for k / i , j. 2.1 .k i k j
A  .Let i / j be such that A s h , so 2.1 holds. Then the column vectorsi j
A and A are equal at all coordinates except perhaps at i, j.
v i v j
A Ã Ã .  4 < Ã Ãa Assume A s h . Set I s I R j and consider A s A which isI=Ii i
Ã <also ultrametric. From A s A we deduce that the column A s A isÃIi j i i v i v i
<  4equal to A . Since A is singular there exists l g R : k g I which doÃIv j k
not vanish simultaneously such that  l A s 0. When we restrictk g I k v k
Ã Ã< < <this equality to I and we use that A s A for k / j and A s AÃ Ã ÃI I Iv k v k v i v j
Ã Ã Ã .s A we get  l A q l q l A s 0.Ãk g I R i4v i k v k i j v i
Ã Ã 4 If l s 0 for k g I R i and since A is not identically null because Ak v i
.has no inessential states so A ) 0 we get l s yl / 0. Then A s A ,i i i j v i v j
which implies that the columns i and j of A are equal. Then we can
Ãy1 4assume l / 0 for some k g I R i , so A does not exist and by thek
Ã Ã Ãinduction hypothesis there exist k / l in I such that A s A . Then
v k v l
< <A s A . The proof is finished once we prove that A s A . Now forÃ ÃI I jk jlv k v l
  . .any k / j in I we have A s A by 2.1 and the equality A s A sojk ik i j i i
Ã ÃA s A s A s A s A s A .jljk ik ik i l i l
 .b To finish the proof it suffices to analyze the case h - A F A .A ii j j
Let « s A y h. Define A« . by A« . s A y «d d . Then A« . is also ani i k l k l k i l i
ultrametric matrix, so it is semi-positive definite. Since A« . F A pointwise
 . « .and A is non-positive definite because it is singular , A is also non-
positive definite. Hence A« . is also singular.
A« . A « . A« .  .We have h s h and A s h . Then we can apply part a toi i
deduce that there must exist k / l in I such that A« . s A« .. If k and l
v k v l
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are different from i the result holds because A« . s A for k / i. Then
v k v k
assume k s i. We have A s A« . s A« . s h A. On the other hand A si l i l i i l l
A« . s A« . s h A.l l l i
A  .Then A s h s A , and we are under the hypothesis of a , froml l i l
which the result holds.
Before proving Lemma 1, which is necessary for proving Theorem 2, let
us show the following result.
LEMMA 3. Let A be an ultrametric positi¨ e non-singular matrix. Denote
A X A A A  A.y1r s 1n s  n . We ha¨e r F g and the equality holds if andig I i
only if there exists a constant column of ¨alue g A, i.e., ' i g I such that
A s g A1.
v i
Proof of Lemma 3. We first notice that A y g A1 1X is a non-negative
A A.2ultrametric matrix and therefore it is positive semi-definite. Thus g r
A A A A A  A.X A X A As g  n n F  A n n s An n s 1n s r . Then the in-i, j i j i, j i j i j
equality holds.
A A  A.  A.y1If A s g 1 then, by unicity, n is of the form n s g d .
v i j i j
A  A.y1Therefore r s g . Reciprocally, in order that the equality holds, we
must necessarily have that n A is concentrated in only one point. In fact, if
A A A  .n ) 0, n ) 0 for i / j we get that A s A s A s g . From 1.2i j i i i j j j
and since g A is the minimal value of A, we obtain ;k A s A , which isjk ik
a contradiction because A is invertible. Assume that n A ) 0; then neces-i
sarily A s g for every j g I, from which the result follows.ji A
Proof of Lemma 1. The matrices B and C are obviously ultrametric
< <and since A is positive definite they are also non-singular. Denote p s J ,
< < Aq s K , 1 the unit vector of dimension s. Also write g s g . Observes
that
B D XA s with D s g 1 1 .X p qD C
Since A is positive definite we have
y1U Ty1A s ,X y1T V
where U s B y D Cy1DX and V s C y DXBy1D are also positive definite
matrices and T s yUy1DCy1.
n B, n C are the unique vectors verifying Bn B s 1 , Cn C s 1 . We putp q
r B s 1X n B, r C s 1X n C. From Lemma 3 these quantities are smaller thanp q
gy1.
Observe that U s B y g 21 1X Cy11 1X s B y g 2r C1 1X . Thenp q q p p p
Un B s B y g 2r C1 1X n B s 1 y g 2r Cr B 1 . . .p p p
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 B.X B  2 C B. BSince U is positive definite we get n Un s 1 y g r r r ) 0. Then
g 2r Cr B - 1.
2 C X  2 C y1 X . y1 From U s B y g r 1 1 s B Id y g r B 1 1 , we get U s Id yp p p p
2 C B X .y1 y1g r n 1 B .p
Denote Q s n B1X . We have Q2 s n B1X n B1X s r BQ; then Qn sp p p
 B.ny1 2 C Br Q. Since g r r - 1 we have
ny12 C 2 C nId y g r Q s g r Q .  .
nG0
g 2r Cn X2 C 2 C B Bs Id q g r g r r Q s Id q n 1 . . p2 C B / 1 y g r rnG0
Therefore,
g 2r C Xy1 y1 B BU s B q n n . .2 C B1 y g r r
Hence if i, j belong to J;
g 2r C
y1 y1 y1 B BA s U s B q n n . .  .  .i j i j i j i j2 C B1 y g r r
 . B  y1 .  y1 .From 1.3 we deduce that if i or j f R then A s B . Hencei j i j
the connections of Ay1 restricted to J = J R RB = RB are the same as
y1  .the connections of B and a holds.
Now
Xy1Xy1 y1 y1 y1 2 C B B CT s yU DC s ygU 1 1 C s yg 1 y g r r n n . . .p q
 y1 . BThen we deduce that for i g J, j g K, A - 0 if and only if n ) 0,i j i
C  .  .n ) 0. From 1.3 we deduce that b holds.j
Now observe that r C s gy1 if and only if C has a column, say k, equal
to g 1 . This k is unique because C is non-singular and in this case n C isq
C  4concentrated on k, so R s k . Since A s g for i g J we deducei k
A C  4A s g 1. Hence, if this condition is satisfied, then R s R s k .
v k
Analogously if r B s gy1. Now assume r C and r B are - gy1. Take i g J;
from the above equalities we deduce
n B 1 y gr C .iy1A s . . i j 2 C B1 y g r rjgI
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Because gr C - 1, we obtain for i g J, i g R A if and only if i g RB.
A B CHence R s R j R .
LEMMA 4. Let A be a tree matrix associated to the tree T. For s g I
 4 <denote D s i g I : i G s and T s T l D = D . Then A is a treeD =Ds s s s s s
 < .y1 .  y1 .matrix, associated to T and A s A , ; i / j, in D .D =Ds i j i j ss s
Proof of Lemma 4. Since T ; D = D is a tree it suffices by inductions s s
 .hypotheses to show the result for s / r, s, r g T , where r is the root of
 4  4T. Following the notation of Lemma 1 we take J s I R r and K s r , so
<  .  y1 .B s A and C s A s w . From part a of Lemma 1 we get A sJ=J r r 0 i j
 y1 .  . B B B for i, j g J = J R R = R . Now denote L s q g I Ri j
 4  . 4r : q, r g T . For q g L we have A s w s A if j g D and A sjq 1 q j q jq
  4. X Xw s A if j g I R r R D . Define the following n y 1 vector n : nÄ Ä0 q j q i
  < < . .y1   4.s w q L y 1 w if i g L and s 0 if i g I R r R L . Then1 0
X B  y1 .  y1 .  .Bn s 1 , so R s L . Hence A s B for i, j g J = J R LÄ ny1 i j i j
y1 y1 4  .  .= L . Since s s L l D , we get that for i / j in D , A s B .s s i j i j
Proof of Theorem 2. Denote r the root of T. Observe that A s w forr i 0
A  4 A  4  A y1 .any i g I so R s r and n is concentrated on r n s w d . Theni 0 r i
P ) 0 and P s 0 if i / r.r­ i­
Let us show that
for i , j / r such that i n j s r we have P s 0. 2.2 .i j
Observe that i n j s r is equivalent to A s w , j / r implies A G w ,j ji j 0 1
and from i / r we get  P s 1. Then, since A is proportional to thel g I i l
 .  .potential of P, see 1.4 , we get notice that i / j
A s w s P A q P A G P w q P w . i j 0 i j j j i k k j i j 1 i k 0 /
k/j k/j
kgI kgI
From w ) w ) 0 we deduce that P s 0.1 0 i j
Let us prove
; i / r : P ) 0 if and only if i , r g T . 2.3 .  .i r
 .  .If i, r f T take j - i such that i, j g T. Then j s j n i and A s A .i j j j
 .  4From 1.3 this condition is equivalent to P t - ` s 1. On the otheri j
 4hand since P ) 0, if P ) 0 we will deduce P t s ` G P ? P ) 0,r­ i r i j i r r­
 .leading to a contradiction, which implies i, r g T.
 .  n.Reciprocally assume i, r g T. We have k A s  P s k w ) 0,i r nG 0 i r 0
which implies that for some m, P m ) 0. Then there exists a pathi r
i s i ª i ª ??? ª i ª r ,0 1 m
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such that P ) 0 for s s 0, . . . , m y 1 and P ) 0. We can takei , i i , rs sq1 m
i , . . . , i , r all different.0 m
If m s 0 we are done because P ) 0. Then assume m G 1. We arei r
going to prove that i G i for s s 1, . . . , m.s
Observe that P ) 0 implies i n i / r for s s 0, . . . , m y 1.i , i s sq1s sq1
 .Since i n i / r and i, r g T we deduce i n i s i, so i G i. Now1 1 1
i n i / r and i n i F i , which also implies i G i and by induction1 2 1 2 1 2
 .i G i for every s s 0, . . . , m. From P ) 0, i G i and i, r g T , we gets i , r mm
 .i s i and 2.3 is shown.m
 .  .From 2.2 and 2.3 , it suffices to show that for i / j, both different
 .from r and such that i n j / r, we have P ) 0 if and only if i, j g T.i j
 .Take s F i n j the unique point different from r such that s, r g T.
 4Consider the set D s k G s which contains i and j. The graph T s T ls s
 . Ts y1 < .y1D = D is also a tree. Denote P s Id y k A a substochas-D =Ds s s s
< Tstic matrix associated to the potential A . From Lemma 4, P s PD =D i j i js s
when P s Id y ky1Ay1 and i / j in D . Now the result follows from thes
<induction hypothesis. In fact we can assume the result holds for A .D =Ds s
Ts  .Then for i / j in D , P s P is ) 0 if and only if i, j g T ors i j i j s
 .equivalently if i, j g T.
ÄProof of Lemma 2. Let us show that the condition is sufficient. If A is
a tree matrix then it is ultrametric because it is symmetric and non-nega-
 . tive and it verifies the ultrametric inequality since i n k G i n j n j n
.k and a is increasing. Now the restriction of any ultrametric matrix to a
Ä Äsubset, for instance I = I ; I = I, continues to be ultrametric.
Now we must prove that the condition is necessary. We denote by
 4 w x w - ??? - w the ordered set of values A : k, l g I . Denote i s j0 p k l q
4 w xg I : A G w and observe that i s I for every i g I. Put q si j q 0 i
Ä w x 4 w x . 4max q : i / f . Define the set I s i , q : i g I and q s 0, . . . , q .q q i
w x .  4We denote i s i , q and I s i : i g I .q ii
Ä Ä Ä w x . w x ..Consider the graph T ; I = I with connections i , q y 1 , i , qqy1 q
Äw x . w x ..and i , q , i , q y 1 when these couples are defined. The graph Tq qy1
is a tree because it has no cycles of length G 3, and we call it the tree
w x .associated to A. Take the root r s I , 0 , which induces a level functionÄÄT
Äw x ..a given by a i , q s q. Let us describe the order, F on T , so we mustÄ Ä q
w x . w x . w x . w x . w x .analyze i , q n j , s . We have i , q n i , s s i , q n s ,q s q s q n s
 . w x w xand we write t i, i, q, s s q n s. When i l j s f we denote byq s
 . w x w x w x .t s t i, j, q, s the largest value u for which i s j . We have i , q nu u q
w x . w x .j , s s i , t .s t
The matrix defined by
ÄA s w if t s t i , j, q , s .w i x , q. , w j x , s. tq s
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Äis a tree matrix associated to the tree T. In fact
ÄA s w .w i x , q. , w j x , s. a w i x , q.n w j x , s..Äq s q s
From this definition the equality
ÄA s A for every i , j g I 2.4 .i j i j
 .follows directly. By identifying i and i and then I with I, 2.4 asserts that
Ä<A s A.I=I
ÄThis matrix A is non-singular when A is non-singular because it takes
the same set of values of A which are positive and they are obviously
increasing with the level function.
Ä XLet us show that A is minimal; i.e., we must prove that if A defined by
X X X X X <a tree T : I = I is such that I : I and A s A then there exists aI=I
Ä X Ä X Ä Ä Äone-to-one function w : I ª I such that A s A , ; i, j g I.Ä ÄÄ Ä w i., w  j .i, j
First we remark that the study can be reduced to the case where the set
 X X X X4 X  4X Xof values A : i , j g I taken by the matrix A is equal to w , . . . , w ,i , j 0 p
the set of values taken by the matrix A.
 4Let us construct w. Fix q g 0, . . . , p and consider i g I such that
X .  X X X X. 4 Xq G q. Take I q s l g I : a l s q , where a is the level function ofi
the tree T X. Observe that by the definition of a tree, there is a unique
X X . X . X X X . X XX Xl s l i, q g I q such that l g geod i, r where r is the root of TT T
X X w x . X .and geod denotes the geodesics in T . Now define w i , q s l i, q .q
Let us show that w is one-to-one. It suffices to prove that if i, j g I are
w x w x X . X .such that q n q G q and i l j s f then l i, q / l j, q . In fact oni j q q
X X . Xthe contrary we should have that there exists l g I q verifying l g
X X . X X . X  X .X Xgeod i, r l geod j, r . Hence l F i n j and so A s w a G w .T T i j i n j q
w x w xBut this last condition implies i s j . Therefore w is one-to-one andq q
the result follows.
Ä Ä ÄProof of Theorem 3. Let A defined in I = I be the minimal tree matrix
Ä y1 Äy1associated to A in Lemma 2. Denote P s Id y k A a substochastic
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .matrix associated to A. Add a state ­ f I and set P k, ­ s 1 y  P .Ä Ä Ä Äl g I k , l
Ä Ä Ä 4  4Denote by X : n G 0 the Markov chain on I j ­ with transitionn
Ä Ä Äprobability P and by t the first time that the chain attains ­ . By P weÄÄ Ä­ k
Ä Ämean the law of the chain when starting from k and by E the meanÄk
expected value associated to this law.
Ä Ä<Recall that I ; I and A s A. The sequence of positive randomI=I
Ätimes at which the chain visit I is finite P -a.e. and we denote it byi
0 - t 1 - ??? - t N. Set
Ä 1 Ä 1P s P t - ` and X s j for i , j g I. 2.5 . 4i j i t
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We have
Ä Än Ä Äk A s k A s P s P X s j .  .  4i j i j   i n /
nG0 nG0i j
Ä Ä nns P X s j s P . 4 i t  /
nG0 nG0 i j
Hence P s Id y ky1Ay1 is a substochastic matrix associated to A.
 .Now if there exists a point k g geod i, j different from i and j we
Ä Ä 41deduce P X s j s 0, so P s 0. Reciprocally if there are no otheri t i j
 .points in geod i, j except i and j, we get P ) 0. Then Theorem 3i j
holds.
Proof of Corollary 1. Assume P ) 0 for s s 0, . . . , m and i s ii i mq1 0s sq1
and i , . . . , i are all different. We can assume m ) 0. The result will be0 m
proven by contradiction, so denote by q the first integer such that there
exists s ) q for which P s 0. We have thati iq s
sy1 &
p s geod i , i and .D t tq1
tsq
qy1m & &
Xp s geod i , i j geod i , i .  .D Dt tq1 t tq1
tss ts0
&Ä  .are two paths in T joining i and i ; then both of them contain geod i , i .q s q s
From the characterization obtained in Theorem 3 we get that P s 0i iq s&
  4.  .implies the existence of some k g I R i , i l geod i , i . Hence k gq s q s
X w x X w x w xXp l p , i.e., k s i s i for t g q, s and t g 0, q j s, m . This impliest t
k s i or k s i , which is a contradiction.q s
Proof of Theorem 4. By definition of r we deduce that r s r if andÄ ÄÄ ÄT T
only if A s g A, the minimal value of A, for any j g I. This impliesr j
A  4R s r .
ÄNow, the matrix A has only one root which is r because it is aÄÄT
 .non-singular tree matrix. From 2.5 if i is a root we deduce
Ä 1 Ä 1 4P s P t - ` s 1 y P t - t - 1, 4Ä ÄÄ i j i i ­
jgI
Äthen there is a path from i to ­ , without attaining another state of I. If&
1Ä .  4geod i, r contains some j / i, j g I, then P t - t s 0. Hence theÄ ÄÄ ÄT i ­
characterization of the set of roots R A holds when R A is not a singleton.
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The fact that if there does not exist r g I such that r s r then R A isÄÄT
not a singleton follows from the above characterization because there is
Ämore than one element in I connected to r , and associated to any one ofÄÄT
these elements there exists at least one different root of the matrix A.
Let us show that all the roots are connected. Let i / j be in R A. Then& & &
 .  4  .  4  .geod i, r l I s i and geod j, r l I s j . We have geod i, jÄ ÄÄ ÄT T& & & &
 .  .  w x.  .  .s geod i, i n j j geod i n j, j see 3 . Since geod i, i n j ; geod i, rÄÄT& & &
 .  .  .  4and geod i n j, j : geod r , j , we deduce geod i, j l I s i, j . FromÄÄT
Theorem 3 we conclude P ) 0.i j
Let us show the last assertion of Theorem 4. For r g R A we set
Ä 4I s i g I : A s A . From the definition of the associated tree T andr i r r r
Ä  .matrix A, as well as from property 1.5 , we get that i g I if and only ifr
 A4i n r s r. Then we deduce from this that I : r g R is a partition of I.r&
 .Observe that i g I if and only if geod i, r always contains r. Now, if rÄÄr T 1
 4 Averifies A s min A : i g I then r g R because there cannot exist1r r i i1 1 &
 .j g I, j / r , which verifies j g geod r , r . On the other hand i gÄÄ1 1 T&
 .  4D I if and only if geod i, r contains some r : s - m . Then, if rÄÄs- m s T s m
 4verifies A s min A : i g I R D I , r is also a root.r r i i s- m s mm m
ÄFrom the analysis of the graph T and the characterization of the roots it
follows that if r g R A and l f I then any path in G A from l to Ir r
contains r. On the other hand, for l g I R R A there exists a unique
r g R A such that any path in G A from l to ­ contains r.
 .EXAMPLES. a Take the matrix A defined by A s a , A s g fori ji i i
 4i / j and 0 - g F a - min a , . . . , a . This matrix is ultrametric. On the1 2 n
other hand from Theorem 1 it is non-singular. If g - a , it is strictly1
ultrametric so R A s I and P ) 0 for any couple i / j. A change ofi j
behavior occurs at g s a , because it is not strictly ultrametric. Observe1
that in this case A is a tree matrix and from Theorem 4 it has the unique
 4root 1 and P ) 0 for i / j only if i s 1 or j s 1. This can be checkedi j
directly by computing Ay1.
 .b In Fig. 1 we show an example of a minimal tree. In this example
Ä 4  4I s 1, . . . , 9 and I s I j a, b, c, d . At the right side we also show the
 4graph associated to P, in which we observe that the set of roots is 1, 2, 3 .
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ÄFIG. 1. The minimal tree T and the graph associated to P.
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